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Abstract−Recommender systems considered in the paper
is making use of LSTM based learning in order to perform
prediction considering previous experiences. It has been
observed that previous researches in field of recommender
system took lot of time and provided solution with less
accuracy. Proposed work is making use of PSO based
optimization mechanism in order to filter out the dataset
of movies dataset. The dataset considered in research has
been taken from kaggle and it consists of records of 45466
movies with 24 attributes. Major attributes of dataset is
original_title and vote average. The optimizer would filter
the dataset and get the records where vote average is more
than optimized value. Then filtered dataset is trained by
LSTM model where this model is making use of hidden
layers in order increase the accuracy. During simulation it
has been observed that accuracy of model is depending on
hidden layer count, batch size, and epoch size. Moreover the
length of data set required for training and testing has also a
significant impact on accuracy as well as time consumption.
Hybrid approach, which is integration of optimization
mechanism and LSTM, is capable to provide more accurate
recommendation for movie considering vote count attribute.
Keywords: Recommender systems, LSTM, PSO, Hybrid
approach.

I. Introduction

using an artificial intelligence system. The popularity of
recommender systems is growing all the time. Machine
learning has been utilized in many recommender systems
to generate predictions based on previous experiences.
A dataset is still needed to offer a machine learning
system experience. Predictions have been encoded into
the recommender system. However, time limitations
and accuracy problems have hindered previous research
in area of recommender systems. In order to perform
training and get the proper output, the dataset must still
be filtered to eliminate the values below optimum value.
To filter the movie dataset, the suggested method uses
an optimization approach. This filtered dataset would
be used to train the LSTM model. The LSTM model
employs hidden layers to get a more accurate result. The
number of hidden layers, batch size, and epoch size used
affect the model's accuracy. The size of the data collection
used for training and testing has an impact on accuracy
and time consumption. To put it another way, the research
uses a hybrid approach that combines an integrated
optimization mechanism with LSTM to provide accurate
movie suggestions in the quickest time possible.

B. Dataset

The proposed work is making use of Kaggle dataset
and applying PSO algorithm on it to get the optimized
voting. The movies that are having more average voting
than optimized votes would be considered for training.
The LSTM mechanism has been used to train and test the
model. The Hybrid approach that is making used of PSO
before training and applying LSTM model on dataset is
supposed to provide more accuracy in result. Moreover
due to filtering of useless record the time consumption of
training is also reduced.

The dataset considered in research has been taken
from kaggle and it consists of records of 45466 movies
with 24 attributes. Major attributes of dataset is original_
title and vote average.
Source
of
dataset:
https://www.kaggle.com/
rounakbanik/the-movies-dataset
Number of records : 45466
Number of fields: 24

A. Recommender System

PSO has been considered a technique to optimize
issues by repeatedly choosing to enhance candidate's
solution based on a quality metric. It is resolving issue by
producing population of potential solutions. This solution
are termed as particles. These particles move in search
space by making use of mathematical equation. This
equation is based on location and velocity of particles.
Movement of every particle has been influenced by its
local best known location. Particle is directed toward best

A recommender system tries to predict or filter
preferences depending on the preferences of the user.
Movies, music, news, books, research papers, and
general products are all examples of applications
where recommender systems are utilized. The user's
information is used as input in a recommendation system.
The recommendation system is often implemented
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known positions in search space. Its position is updated
when better places are found by other particles.

D. Long Short-Term Memory(LSTM)
The LSTM [22] has long been thought to be a wellknown artificial RNN. In the field of deep learning, this
is often used. Feedback connectivity is included in the
LSTM [23]. It's not the same as a standard feed-forward
neural network. LSTM doesn't simply deal with single
data points like graphics. It also completes information
sequences such as audio and video. LSTM networks are
thought to be good for categorization. It is processing
data as well as generating predictions based on timeseries data. In important occurrences throughout time
series, there may be duration delays that are unknown. In
the instance of the sequence prediction issue, LSTM has
been shown to be capable of learning order dependency.
LSTM is a behaviour that is required in complex problem
areas such as machine translation. Long Short-Term
Memory has long been thought to be a difficult area of
deep learning. LSTM is a difficult concept to grasp.

Fig. 1: Working of LSTM[32]

the existing researches have been mentioned considering
their objective, methodology and limitation. Previous
recommendation systems made use of collaborative
filter [1], Context-aware recommender systems [2].
Some author tried to give novel approach depending
on multi-view reliability measures in order to alleviate
data sparsity in recommender systems [3]. Howeer some
of them were performing survey on recommendation
system considering effective crowd sourcing [4]. Some
of author continued to deal with recommendations using
a distributed collaborative filtering architecture [5] and
some of them focused on application of recommender
systems in a multi site, multi domain environment [6].
Hybrid recommender mechanism [7], intelligent fuzzy
dependent recommendation mechanism used in case of
consumer electronic products [8], commercial-strength
parallel hybrid movie recommendation engine [9], Usercentric evaluation of recommender systems [10] came in
existence. Several researchers are considering contextaware mechanism for recommender systems [11] while
some researches considered keyword extraction as well
as clustering in case of document recommendation
in conversations [12]. Survey of state of art as well as
future research challenges along with opportunities in
case of Interactive recommender systems [13], music
similarity and recommendation from music context data
[14], Recommender system application developments
[17], and recommendation system mechanism [19] are
conducted. Online partitioning of large graphs to enhance
the scalability in recommender systems [15] as well as
RNN recommendation [16] are proposed. Studies and
analysis to present effects of personal characteristics
when explaining music recommendations [18] and
recommendation systems in case of location dependent
social network with big data [20] have been made.

III. Problem Statement

II. Literature Review
Many researches in field of recommendation system
are conducted. Multiple recommendation systems were
made for various objectives. Moreover technology and
mechanism used in those researches also vary. Some of

However, time limitations and accuracy problems have
hindered previous research in the field of recommender
systems. Many researchers simply conducted surveys or
reviews of suggesting systems, while others worked on
recommender systems for consumer products, music, and

Table 1: Comparison chart
Context-aware
recommender
systems [2]

Fuzzy-based
recommendation
system [8]

Hybrid
recommender
systems [7]

Recurrent Neural
Network Based
Recommendation
System [16]

Proposed work

Recommender system

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Neural Network

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Accuracy

No

No

No

No

Yes

Time consumption

No

No

No

No

Yes

Optimization

No

No

No

No

Yes

Hybrid approach

No

No

Yes

No

Yes
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other media. In the case of movies, the proposed approach
has taken into account a recommender system. The goal
of research is to come up with a more precise answer.
Furthermore, the aim is to offer a solution in the shortest
possible period.

IV. Proposed Model
Major objective of our research is to consider the
existing researches in field of recommendation system,
machine learning and optimization mechanism. Present
work is investigating the issues and challenges faced by
methodologies used in previous research such as lack of
accuracy and time consumption. Hybrid model that would
integrate optimization mechanism and learning approach
in order to provide more accurate and high performance
system, is supposed to build. Finally proposed model is
performing comparative analysis between traditional and
proposed recommender system. The proposed work is
considering PSO based optimization technique to filter out
the movie dataset before performing training and testing
operation to reduce the time consumption. The LSTM
model would be used to train his filtered dataset. Hidden
layers of LSTM model would allow modeling of more
accurate solution. Research is considering influencing
factors for accuracy such as number of hidden layers,
batch size, and epoch size utilized. The accuracy and time
consumption are also influenced by the size of the data
set used for training and testing. In other words, the study
employs a hybrid method that combines an integrated
optimization mechanism with LSTM to get correct movie
recommendations in the shortest amount of time.

A. LSTM and its Training Mechanism
The technology saves the trained network "net" for
future testing. To create a trained network, the LSTM was
implemented using two LSTM layers. During a training
operation, the proposed model employs two LSTM layers
as well as a drop out layer. To conduct training, 70% of
the dataset is used for training and the remaining 30% is
used for testing. The LSTM dependent neural is trained
based on the feature. Batch size is one of the variables that
influences training time. In order to improve accuracy,
hidden layers and dropout layers are used extensively.
Following the acquisition of an IDS dataset, the selection
of characteristics is carried out in order to train the dataset.
After that, the training and testing ratios are established,
with the LSTM1 layer having twelve hidden layers and
the LSTM2 layer having five hidden layers. To address
the problem of overfitting, dropout layers are employed,
followed by a fully connected layer and a softmax layer.
The classification operation is used to make decisions in
order to anticipate incursion.
The LSTM method is being explored in the study
to train the network, which employs deep learning and
ISBN: 978-93-91355-11-1

feedback connectivity. With the use of hidden layers,
dropout layers, fully connected layers, and classification
layers, LSTM networks were utilised to conduct movie
recommendation in the suggested model. On the basis of
the provided movie dataset, the LSTM mechanism was
utilized to conduct processing and generate predictions.
Different anomalies are classified by the trained
model. The movie recommender was modeled using
two LSTMs that were connected in a sequential order.
Each has a distinct number of hidden levels, namely 12
and 5. These hidden layers have improved accuracy, but
they can induce over fitting. Over fitting occurs during
the training of neural network models. If the training is
prolonged, the model will develop its own quirks.

1. Dropout Layer
During plotting, the validation loss may be used to
detect overfitting. Dropout layer is used to deal with
overfitting.

2. Layer that is Completely Interconnected
The input is multiplied by a weight matrix in a
fully linked layer. After that, it adds a bias vector. The
completely Connected Layer (output size) method
returns a fully connected layer and specifies the Output
Size property in the proposed work.

3. Softmax
In the case of a neural net, the activation layer is
applied to the final layer. It replaces the ReLU, sigmoid,
and tanh activation functions. The Softmax layer is
required because it converts the output of the previous
layer to the neural network. Softmax is typically run
using the neural network layer as a backend right before
the output layer. The number of nodes in the output layer
should be counted precisely in this layer.

4. Layer of Classification
The categorization of neural networks has long been
regarded the most active research and application field.
Classification is an important feature for decomposing
large datasets into classes and generating a rule.

5. Size of the Batch
The batch size examined in this research is 512. When
the batch size is raised, training time is lowered; however,
when the batch size is decreased, training time rises.

6. Threshold for Gradients
This parameter is taken into account since there is a risk
of exploding gradients, which occurs when substantial
error gradients build and result in large changes in neural
network model weights during training. It is insecure and
unable to learn from prior training data.
325
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V. Result And Discussion

7. Epoch

Every sample in the dataset used for training has altered to
A. Get the Dataset
Threshold
gradients
adjust parameters
in thefor
internal
model, which is referred
This parameter is taken into account since there is a risk of exploding
gradients,
which occurs
substantial
dataset
considered
in when
research
has error
been taken
to as an epoch.gradients
At the build
period
the model's
training,
therenetworkThe
andofresult
in large changes
in neural
model weights during training. It is insecure and unable
from kaggle and it consists of records of 45466 movies
are 30 epochs.to learn from prior training data.
with 24 attributes. Major attributes of dataset is original_
8. Rate of Learning
Epoch
title and vote average. The Source of dataset is https://
Every sample in the dataset used for training has altered to adjust parameters in the internal model, which is referred
www.kaggle.com/rounakbanik/the-movies-dataset and
The model's adaptation
problems
are
controlled
by
the
to as an epoch. At the period of the model's training, there are 30 epochs.
learning rate. In the instance of the suggested task, the Number of records is 45466 with 24 fields. Following
of Learning
learning rate isRate
0.001.
The process flow of proposed work figure is showing the considered dataset.
The
model's
adaptation problems are controlled by the learning rate. In the instance of the suggested task, the
has been discussed below:
learning rate is 0.001. The process flow of proposed work has been discussed below:

End
Start

Movie

Deci
sion

Re commend

Dataset

Do not
recommend

Preprocessing using PSO
Classification
Dataset
Train
70%

Test 30%
Activation function

Full Connected
layer

Sequence input layer

Word embedded layer

LSTM

Dropout

LSTM

Dropout

Fig. 2. Process flow of proposed work

Fig. 2: Process flow of proposed work

Fig. 3: Movie Dataset
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The size of dataset could be checked by its properties.
The name of file is “movies_metadata” and size of file
is 32.8 MB. This dataset would take longer time during
training by LSTM model.

1. Main.m
This file is fetching upper and lower bound data of
voting dataset. Then it is invoking objective function.
Finally after creating problem object, main function
passes it to PSO function.

2. Objectivefunction.m
This function is getting data from voting.txt and assists
in finding the best solution.
function [ o ] = ObjectiveFunction(x)
fid=fopen('voting.txt','r');
C=textscan(fid,'%f');
btc=C{1};
aS3=btc'
for j=1:45466
bS3(j)=sum((x'-aS3(:,j)).^6);
end
o=(1/500+sum(1./([1: 45466]+bS3))).^(-1);
end

3. PSO.m
This script is implementing the functionality of
particle swarm optimization in technical manner.

4. Voting.txt
It is text file that is consisting values. These values
are captured by main.m and objectivefunction.m during
simulation operations.

Fig. 4: Property of movies_metadata

The remark field has been added at the end of all fields
considering 4 cases
Table 2: Conditions for remark
Sno

Range of voting

Remark

1

<7

Normal

2

7 to 8

Good

3

8 to 9

Very Good

4

>9

Superb

B. Get the Voting Data from Movie Dataset
The voting field is copied to a text file and is named
voting.txt. This file is kept with PSO module where
dataset is captured to find the optimized value.

Fig. 5: PSO modules

The PSO module is consisting following files
ISBN: 978-93-91355-11-1

Fig. 6: Voting.txt File

C. Apply PSO on Voting Dataset to Get Optimized
Voting
Iteration(gbest) 10 Swarm.GBEST.O = 0.097766
Best solution found
ans =
6.8862
Best objective value
ans =
0.0978
Elapsed time is 7.932216 seconds.
The optimized voting value is 6.8862.
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D. Filter the data of movie dataset and get new file “filtered_movies_metadata”
The records having voting value above optimized are
considered in this file.

Class Distribution
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Fig. 8: Class distribution for movies_metadata
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Fig. 7: Property of “filtered data”
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The training of dataset of movies_metadata has
been performed using LSTM model. The figure 8,9,10
are showing class distribution, Training data, Training
progress of “movies_metadata”
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Fig. 9: Training Data for movies_metadata

Fig. 10: Training progress of movies_metadata

The training simulation took 110 minutes.
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F. Train the “Filtered_Movies_Metadata” using
LSTM Model
Class Distribution

8000

7000

G. Compare the Performance in Both Cases
Table 3 is presenting the comparative analysis in case
of training of normal movie dataset and filtered movie
dataset. The parameters considered for comparison are
file size, Training time and number of total records in
categorized manner.

6000

Table 3: Comparative analysis
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Fig. 11: Class distribution for filtered_movies_metadata
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32.8 MB
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45466
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VI. Conclusion
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Fig. 12: Training Data for filtered_movies_metadata

Game
Part

Simulation result conclude that use of PSO has reduced
the size of dataset used for training and minimized the
training and testing time. Moreover the filter dataset
comprises most recommended movies because these
movies have got better voting according to optimization.
The comparative analysis concludes that integration of
optimization mechanism in LSTM training has improved
the performance. Moreover, number of recommended
movies has been increased.

VII. Scope of Research
Present recommender system is making use of PSO
optimizer to filter the dataset. The process of filtering
reduces the dataset to list of recommended movies.
Dataset of Movies that have been voted more than
optimized values would be considered for training using

Fig. 13: Training Process for filtered_movies_metadata

Simulation completed in 10 minutes
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LSTM Model. This would allow the training process to
perform in better way. Such research could lay significant
foundation for further researches in field of LSTM and
recommendation system.
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